PALEVO SEMINAR SERIES

Trinity Term 2024

Wednesdays 4–5 pm, Pauling Centre, 58a Banbury Rd
A weekly seminar on all aspects of human evolution – all welcome!

24 APR
Alexandra Barroso (Southampton)
Social stones: uncovering information exchange in the Middle Palaeolithic through computational archaeology

1 MAY
Gabriele Paone (Oxford)
Stress-adapted is not impaired: Identifying and leveraging stress-adapted skills in children

8 MAY
Patrick Roberts (Max Planck Inst.)
2nd annual PalEvo–PalMeso Lecture
St Hugh’s College, St Margaret’s Rd, Oxford. 5–6:30 pm

15 MAY
Sylvain Lemoine (Cambridge)
Landscapes of xeno-fear, a conceptual framework of territoriality and inter-group relationships in primates

22 MAY
Jonathan Kingdon (Oxford)
Origin Africa: A Natural History
Introduction to the book

29 MAY
No PalEvo seminar
Please attend the 2024 Meyerstein Lecture in Archaeology at Merton College: The social worlds of Bronze Age animals

5 JUN
Tamas David-Barrett (Oxford)
Why it is odd that humans live in large groups?

12 JUN
End of year celebration
Please join us at the Pauling Centre, 4–5 pm, for an end of year get-together with drinks and snacks.

For more information follow us on Facebook and Twitter
Email: dylan.gaffney@arch.ox.ac.uk; thomas.puschel@anthro.ox.ac.uk; katarina.almeida-warren@anthro.ox.ac.uk